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This is not an easy letter for me to write, but I want to assure you
that it is well thought-out and not a capricious response to any short
term situation •
.
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I am very deeply troubled by the Administration's position on the Middle
East. I was and remain appalled at Dr. Bzrezinski's performance last
week at the Jewish luncheon in the State Dining Room. I have listened
very carefully to all the points of view on the Arms Sales, and have
concluded that I have not been provided with accurate information from
you, NSC and State. I have concluded that the action, and the timing and
manner of the announcement, are not in the best interest of U.S. foreign
policy goals, not in the best interests of Israeli security needs, and
definitely an "obstacle to peace" in the current phase of Mideast negoti
ations. This week's lead editorial in the New Republic really shook me up,
and yesterday's piece by Richard Burt in the New York Times distrubed me
deeply.
Let me quote directly from the Burt piece."[4dministration officials!
also argue that the process for~aching their decision embodied the best
features of the Administration's open, collegian and sometimes chaotic
approach to policy-making -- the effort to expose Mr. Carter to a wide
range of departmental views." I db not believe this statement is true.
I do not believe that the President was fully exposed to all of the views
of the people working on the Middle East in this Administration. Very
specifically, and by your own admission to me, he was not exposed to any
of my memoranda to you, memoranda which were well-thought out, accurately
predictive of political and congressional consequences. My memoranda, which
represented my strongest attempt to influence you, and on a broader scale
administration policy, were never considered in a serious way, and elicited
but one short written response from you, a response which I labeled tltotally
unsatisfactorytl and could better be described as an insult to my intelligence.
No one, and certainly not you, can suggest that I have been anything but
totally loyal to the President's policies in my work with the American Jewish
community. You are well aware that I have been traveling around the country,
as well as meeting with Jewish leaders in the White House on a daily basis,
over the last several weeks, strongly articulating the Administration's
policies in this area. It has not been easy. While you and your colleagues
make policy, I have been in the unfortunate position of going out and trying
to sell it, even when I personally and strongly disagree with major aspects
of it. I have been willing to do this because I felt that my job, like all
aspects of modern life, was a trade-off. I believed that I could justify
being the loyal trooper, going out and sticking to the Administration line
among the President's Jewish constituents, pushing views and actions that I
disagreed with, because internally I could effectively serve as another
kind of advocate
that is, that I would always have the opportunity

would be evaluated in the decision-making process. My view of my
joint role
external advocate of Administration policy and
simultaneous internal advocate of my own judgments -- does not
stand up to the test. I very clearly have no internal role, so my
9nly function is that of the one person in this Wnite House that has
to go out and expose myself to the Jewish community, peddling actions
that I not only disagree with, but which offend me as a Jew, a Democrat
and most importantly, as an American. In other words, I have become
a political whore. It is not a description that I enjoy, but it fits,
and I cannot abide by it any longer.
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I know that you have many personal problems, and I certainly do not
want to compound them. I believe that you sincerely consider me your
friend as well as your employee, and I am certain that my hurt and
unhappiness becomes, in some way, your unhappiness as well. Unfortunately
the issue has come to a head just at the same time that you have experienced
the death of your father, and I have been at a loss to figure a way to
deal with it without causing you problems at this difficult time. I really
don't quite know what to do about it.

.

I appeared before the Leadershin Council of the United Jewish Appeal on
Monday, delivering a speech that was edited by the State Department. I was
repeatedly interrupted by hissing and laughter, from 1000 people
my
peers, my community, my own people. It was perhaps the most humiliating
experience of my life. I want you to be assured that I handled myself well,
with professionalism and dignity, but it created scars that will not soon
heal. I almost wish you could talk to someone who was there to fully
understand my pain. Pain is not a word I use often, and I never apply it
non-personal matters. But this has become very personal to me, it is an
issue which is paramount to me, Jimmy Carter's commitments during the
campaign, and the Democratic Party's commitments in its Platform on the
Middle East (which I wrote) mean a great deal to me. With respect to
Israel; I join my community in feeling betrayed.
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Saying all of this. there are several options available to me. Of course
the best option, from my point of view, would be a specific assurance that
from this point on, I will be clearly and directly involved in middle east
decision-making, including a direct assurance that I will have the opportunity
to talk to the President when I feel strongly that he is considering options

after our confrontation in December. You have not picked up on this,
and I am not in the position to do so independently from you. It
is only in this context that I feel I can maintain my position as
liaison to the Jewish community, and external advocate of the Administration's
policies.
If this option is not possible, and I am certainly pessimistic that it is,
it is clear that I should not, and no longer can continue as your liaison
to the American Jewish community. If the first option is impractical or
impossible, I would therefore request that I be reassigned to other subject
matters where you might need my help and expertise.
I hope you understand my position. You are a good friend, and because of
that I am really quite sorry. But this is a matter of consciense, and I
see no other options.
Sincerely,

Mark A. Siegel

Hamilton Jordan
Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Jordan based on completion of my ,vork currently in progress.
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I take this action after careful and deliberate consideration, and
with Judy's consultation and support. I have tried to serve you
'vith dedication during this difficult first year, and have been and
continue to be proud of our association. You have made courageous
attempts to come to grips with major problems that have been largely
ignored by your predecessors, and have restored dignity and integrity
to the Presidency.
Your attempt to serve as a catalyst for peace in
the Hiadle East· may be your most ambitious undertaking, and I endorse
and praise your goals and your unprecedented attention, in time and
effort, to the problems that plague that critical area of the Horld.
The dramatic progress that has been made in the Middle East this year
reflects, in no small measure, your determination. }'or this, and for
many things that will remain unsaid, I thank you.
Hmvever. I am deeply troubled by certain aspects of U. S. policy to,vard
the Niddle East, and more importantly, by the decision-making process
utilized by the Administration to formulate policy. I think I mve it
to you, and to myself, to bring these matters to your attention at this
time. As I am sure you ,wuld agree, no one can credibly suggest that
I have been anything but totally loyal to you and to your policies in
my '.vork with the American Je\vish community. You are well a,vare that I
have been traveling around the country. and meeting "lith Jewish groups
and leaders regularly in Hashington. In all of these discussions, I
have strongly presented and defended the Administration's policies 'lith
respect to the }1iddle East. Although it has not been an easy task for
me, certainly not made easier by the fact that there were and are speci~
fic and limited areas of personal disagreement, I have been more them
willing to exercise this function because I felt that my job, like most
things in Rodern life, 'vas multi-faceted. I believe that I could justi~
fy being the external advocate, going out and presenting the Adninistra
tion's line to your JeHish constituents, because I simultaneously could
effectively serve another role, that is, int(~rnally presenting my mm
vie~vs, representing a broad constituency of American public opinion,
based on traditional American puhlic attitudes, support and co,1lmitlllent
to the security anel viability of Israel and to the special relationship
that has ahJays defi(lE~d relations bet\·leen our Nation and Israel. Ny
view of the joint role responsibility -- externally advocating the
Administration's policies \~lile internally presenting a broader range of
policy options -- did not stand up to the test. Clearly, I had no

imperative," I made a moral judgment that I could no longer, in good
conscience, continue my work for you ",ith the American Jewish community,
and so informed Hamilton Jordan on Narch 1. Since that time it has be
come clear to me that the consequences of that decision are such that I
can no longer be effective in any capacity in this lfuite House, and have
therefore chosen to submit my resignation.
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Although in general agreement with the thrust of your policy in the
Niddle East, I have strong and personal reservations about the wisdom
of your Arms Sales decision, the "packaging" of that decision, and its
timing.
I w"as distressed to learn that I often did not have the fullest
information available to defend your policies and your decisions, and
specifically with respect to the Arms Sales to Saudi Arabia, did not
have accurate information. I am also concerned about amending-U.S.
commitment to Israel as part of the Sinai II Disengagement Agreement by
making the fulfillment of our commitments predicated on approval of arTIlS
sales to other nation, t\W and one-half years after the fact.
Saying all of this, I want to be certain that you understand that I hold
you in the highest regard, and that my problems and reasons for leaving
speak to the process by which decisions are made, and the lack of con
sideration of all vie,vs and options in that process. You .are a fine.
decent and moral man, a man I trust and admire and \vhom I hope I \-1ill be
albe to assist in some l-lay in the future. I hope you will understand and
empathize with my position on this matter, and accept my resignation as an
action or personal conscience and in the spirit of respect in which it is
offered. Throughout this difficult period for me, and today, I have been
guided and strengthened by the Hords of the great Jewish teacher and scholar,
Rabbi Hillel, \-Iho w:t1ote in the 11th Century: "If I am not for myself, tvho
\vill be for me? and if I am only for myself, then what am I? and if not nmv,
"Hhea?"
Judy and I extend our warmest best wishes to both you and Hrs. Garter.
Sincerely,
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D(~puty

Nark A. Siegel
Assis tant for Policy Analysis

I want to bring you up to date on the situation
with Mark Siegel.

Over the past several months, he has spent almost
all of his time working with the Jewish community.
He has worked hard and been loyal to your policies
despite the increasingly hostile reception he was
receiving from the persons and groups he met with.
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He came in to see me about a week ago after a par
ticularly ugly incident when he was booed through
his entire speech which WaS made to a Jewish group
defending our arms sales.

He asked to be relieved

of responsiblity for dealing with the Jewish com
munity.

He said that he had two concerns.

First,

that he did not feel/that he had input into the
decision-making process that was commensurate with
the beating he was taking trying to defend our pol
icies.

And secondly, that although he had supported

'

good conscience spend most of his time in the
next few months defending an action he did not be
lieve in before hostile Jewish groups.

I told him that I understood his decision and
respected it as I would not ask anyone to be put
in the position of having to personally support an
action or policy that they found to be unconscienc
eable.

I also told Mark at that time that he and I
should review his entire situation as relates to
the future.

He and I have talked on numerous

occasions about the problem he has with certain
members of the staff who believe that he talks to
the press to much.

I told him that this percept

ion - however unfair - existed and made it diff
icult to be as effective as he should.

I suggested

making.

He agreed and had already begun to have

interviews.

Tonight we got a couple of calls from press who
had heard that he had cancelled a couple of appear
ances and had been "relieved of his duties working
with the Jewish community".

One reported wrote

that they had heard from one of Mark's friends
that he was leaving because of the President's
policies on the Middle East.

Mark's only comment

was that it was a "personal decision" and didn't
want to say anything else.

I talked with Mark tonight and told him that I
thought protracted stories about his situation
would be bad for him personally and professionally
and would not help the Administration.
to him that he write a letter

I suggested

A few comments on this situation.
a brilliant person.

Mark is

Because he had many friends

in the press and talked to them too much, he
gained the reputation around the White House as
being the chief "leak".
of what really happened.

This is an exaggeration
I do believe that Mark

talks to the press too much, but don't think it
was ever malicious nor happened to the extent that
some people like Tim Kraft thought it did.

At any

rate, this perception soon became reality to the
point that the guy was rendered ineffective by
the talk that he was the source of many stories.

He has not had an easy time - you remember he
lost his child in an automobile accident a couple of
years back.

He is not without fault, but he will

be leaving the White House under a cloud.

in key positions that disagree with our policies.
On the other hand, it should not look like we
are unable to tolerate dissent and different points
of view.

To the extent it looks like we are treating him
unfair, it will protract the news coverage of
his departure and will be used by some of the people
in the Israeli lobby.

I am sorry for this problem.

However, it is better

that we not have people on the staff who question
your policies.

I took Mark on my staff at Strauss' insistence
at a time when it did not look like Strauss was
coming into government.

Strauss will help me with

this and try to keep Mark's attitude positive.

